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1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper concerns the Hopf bifurcation in functional differential 
equations (FDE), the existence of which have been discussed by many 
authors (e.g., [2, 10, 1 I]). The computational aspects of such bifurcations 
(direction of bifurcation, stability, period estimates,...) have been con- 
sidered from a variety of viewpoints. Integral averaging has been used in 
[4, 5, 26, 291; Hassard et ul. [ 14, 181 make use of the Poincare normal 
form; while Van Gils [31] employs Fredholm alternative techniques. 
It is the intention here to present an alternate method for the analysis of 
Hopf bifurcations in a class of FDE with unbounded delay. The impor- 
tance of these results lies both in their generality and their relative ease of 
application. Our approach is based on the method of Liapunov-Schmidt 
and is motivated by the work of de Oliveira and Hale [7] (see also 
[3, 121) in which it is shown that the stability of Hopf bifurcations can be 
determined from a scalar “bifurcation” function. The precise form of this 
function depends on the equation under study. We derive here a partial 
expansion of such a bifurcation function (Theorem 2.1) and, as a con- 
sequence, present an elementary means of determining the stability of 
generic, as well as 2nd-order nongeneric bifurcations (Theorem 2.2). An 
advantage of these results over previous ones is that they present a means 
of analyzing the FDE Hopf bifurcation problem that avoids all reference to 
the infinite-dimensional ture of the problem. Such aspects are completely 
absorbed in the derivation of the technique. 
*This work was partially sponsored by the National Science Foundation under Grant 
MCS-8102420. 
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The class of equations treated here is of infinite delay type. The 
motivation for this degree of generality lies in the final example of Section 4 
where we show that the bifurcation analysis of certain higher dimensional 
systems can be simplified by considering an associated FDE with 
necessarily infinite d lay. The class of finite delay equations is, thus, inade- 
quate for our purposes. See [ZS] for a treatment of higher order scalar 
equations and [27] for a discussion of certain nongeneric Hopf bifur- 
cations. 
Section 2 contains a statement of the main results, the proofs of which 
are given in Section 3. Section 4, which may be read independently of Sec- 
tion 3, illustrates the application of the main results to the delay-difference 
equation j(t) = -~f( y( t - 1)) and an integro-differential equation from the 
theory of epidemics. 
2. STATEMENT OF THE MAIN RESULTS 
For integers n B 1, R” and @” will represent he Euclidean n-spaces of 
real and complex column vectors; 1.1 will denote the Euclidean norm. For 
t = cat,, tr,..., 5,) E Qz=,, and L,‘=row([,, c2 ,..., [ )E [VI’, we define 
i. t = c ii5i. 
As phase space, we will use X= {+: (-co, 0] -+ R” j I@(s)/ ePp” is boun- 
ded and uniformly continuous on (-cc, 0] }, p < 0, which, with norm 
III/II =sup,-,,,, I$(s)l e-““, is a Banach space. As usual, if 
y:(-co,a)+@” a>0 and 06t<a, we define y,:(-co,O]+@” by 
Y,(S) = Y(t+ s). 
We consider the system of equations 
I’(f) = Uu) Y, + WCC Y,) 
s 
0 
= 4(4 3) Y,(J) + WCC Yrh 
-cc 
(2.1) 
where the parameter c1 is taken to be an element of some real Banach space 
a, y: R -+ R”, and ~(cr; .) is a real n x n matrix-valued function. The entries 
of ~(cc; .) are taken to be of local bounded variation on (- 00, 0] and, for p 
as in the defnition of X, we assume jYm eP”d /qj < co. Both L and H are 
assumed continuous in (LX, I,+) E ol x X, and for c( E G! fixed, H(cc; $) is 
assumed to be C’ in $, thus affording the expansion 
H(ai +I= t Hj(ti’)+ 0(11$116)9 (2.2) 
J=2 
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where H,, j = 2,..., 5 are a-dependent, symmetric, bounded j-linear forms on 
X. Finally, for Ic/ E X whose first five derivatives lie in X, we assume Z,(a) $, 
H(cr; $ ), and Hi( $ ‘) are C5 functions of r E a. 
Exponential solutions of the linearized equation 
are of the form v(t)= @ with {EC!‘, I.E~, and Re(i} >p. Nonzero 
solutions are determined by nontrivial solutions of the system 
o= nz-/o [ dy(a;s)e”” (=A(a;i)(. 1 (2.4) - % 
One can show that for fixed a, det d(cc; jb) is analytic on Re{ a} > p and 
that to the right of any line Re(3,) = ii > p there are at most finitely many I 
values satisfying the characteristic equation: det d(cr; 1) = 0. We assume 
that at a = CI,, E Cn the linearized equation (2.3) exhibits a change in stability 
in the sense that det ~(cQ,; ,I) = 0 has a conjugate pair of simple roots 
i = +_iw, o > 0. All other characteristic values are assumed to satisfy 
Re{ I,} < 6 for some p < 6 < 0 and all CI in an open neighborhood of c(~ Ea. 
By Rouche’s theorem, there is an cc-parameterized conjugate pair family of 
simple characteristic values i(a), ;1(%) (i.e., det Afa; E,(a)) = 0) for all a near 
CI”. The map a + E,(a) has as many derivatives inCI near a0 as A(a; 2) has in 
(a, ;I) near (a,,, io). The associated characteristic vectors r = l(a) solving 
(2.4) are unique up to a scalar multiple [20] and, when suitably nor- 
malized, depend smoothly on a as well (see [ 11, Lemma 7.2.21). 
Define <* = <*(a) $10 to be any solution of t*(x) A(a; l(a)) = 0 for a 
near aO. For i near ,?(u), let 
f = [(a; A) = [*/[r*A’(a; I.) 51, (2.5) 
where d’= aA/iU. By the simplicity of the characteristic value l*(a) the 
denominator in (2.5) is nonzero. See [ 111 or [29] for details. 
The principal result of this paper is the following: 
THEOREM 2.1. Under the above hypotheses, there are an E > 0 and C5 
functions G(a; c, v) (c-valued), y(t, a; c, v) (IW”-valued and 2x,%-periodic in t) 
definedfor real c, ICI <E, Iv--o/ <e, jla-aa,ll <E, and tE[W such that (2.1) 
has a 2n/v-periodic solution y(t) with IyI < E, Iv - WI < E and /Ia - a,,/1 < E (f 
and only ify(t) = y(t, a; c, v) (up to phase shift) and (a, c, v) solves the bzfur- 
cation equation: G(a; c, v). Moreover, 
y(t, a; c, v) = 2 Re{<(a) evi’} c + O(c’), V-6) 
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G is odd in c and 
G(a;c,v)=[I-iv]c+M,(a;v,~)c3+M5(a;v,~)c5+0(c7), (2.7) 
where 2 = n(a), M,(a; v, ,I) = F(a; 1). N3(a; v), 
N,(a; v) = 3H3((p2, (p) + 2H,((p, A2,,e2”‘) + 2H,(q, A,,,), 
with q(s) = ((a) eivs,for s 6 0 and A,,,, A,,, the unique so/utions of 
d(a; 2vi) A,,, = H2(cp2), 
A(a; 0) A,., = 2ff,((p, @I, 
respectively. Similarly, M,(a; v, A) = f(a; 1). N,(a; v), where at a = a0 and 
v=o 
N,(a; v) = 2H,((p, A,.,) + 2H,((p, A,,,e”” ) + 2H,(A,,,e”’ , A,,,ep”‘) 
+ 2H2(A2,2e-2”‘, A3,3e3ai- ) 
+ 2ff,(A 2.05 A3,,e”‘)+3H3((p2,A,,,e~““) 
+ 6H3(~, Cp, A,,, e*” ) + 3H3((p2, A3,,e3”’ ) 
+ 6HAG% A2,2e2e”, A2,0) 
+ 6H3(~, A2,2e2Vi., A .,e 2Vi’ ) + 3H,((p, (A2,0)2) 
+ 12H,((p, Cp’, A,,,e”“’ )
+ 12H,((p2, Cp, A,,,) + 4H,((p3, A2,2ep2’i ) + lOH,(q’, (p’), 
with A,,,, A,,, , A,,,, A,,, the unique solutions of 
d(a; 3vi) A,,, = ffdv3) + 2H2(v, A2,2e2Y” 1, 
A,,, = d- C&M 5 -tC@‘Sl M35, 
where d is any solution of d(a; J(a)) d=N,- (A’() M,, and AL E 
(d’A/LJn’)(a; d(a)); i= 1,2, 
A(a; 2vi) A,,, = 2H,((p, A,,, e”’ ) + 2H,(@, A3,3e3Yi’ ) 
+ 2Hz(A2,2e2Yi’, A ,,) 
+ 6ff3(v, Cp, A2,,e2”’ )+ 3ff3(q2, A,,,) + 4H,((p3, Cp), 
A(a; 0) A,,, = 2H2(% A3,,epiY’ )+2H2((p, A3,,eiY’) + H2((A2,0)2) 
+2H2(A2,,e2”‘., A2,,eP2”“)+3H3((p2, A,,,emZV”) 
+ 3ff3(cP2, A ,,e*“” ) + 6ff,(v, 4% A,,,) + 6H4((p2, (P2). 
409/I 0912-12 
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Remark 2.1. Since A = A(E), it is redundant to state the dependence of 
Mj, M, on II. However, we shall see in Section 4 that, as written, (2.7) 
suggests a most efficient umerical method for analyzing certain two- 
parameter problems. 
Remark 2.2. The assumption that all characteristic values other than 
A(U), I(N) satisfy Re{l} < 6 can be relaxed to the requirement that no 
integer multiple of iw be a characteristic value at CI = CI~. See [6]. However, 
without our assumptions, conclusions concerning stability of the bifur- 
cations cannot be made. 
If we write L(~~)=p(a)+io(cc), 
0 = G(a; c, v) read 
then the real and imaginary parts of 
0 = p(u) c + Re(M,(a; v, 3.) }c3 + Re{M,(u; v, A)} c5 + cO(c’), (2.8) 
v=w(a)+Im{M3(cr;v,J.)}c2+Im{M,(cr;v,~)}~4+0(~6) (2.9) 
for nontrivial (i.e., c # 0) periodic solutions. By elementary iteration (or the 
implicit function theorem), (2.9) may be solved for v = v(a; c) =o(c() + 
Im{M,(a; o(a), L(a))) c2 + 0(c”). With this form for v, (2.8) reads 
0 = g(c?; c) = p(a) c + K,(a) c3 + f&(N) c5 + O(c’), (2.10) 
where 
K,(u) = Re(M,(a; dcO,4~))), 
K,(a) = Re{M,(a; 4cO. 4a))} + Im{M,(a; w(cO, 4a))) 
The expressions for M,(cr; O(R), A(E)), M,(a,; w, io) are found from 
Theorem 1. To calculate (aM,/&)(a; o, A) we observe that v + cp(.)= 
<(cr) e”’ is a smooth function into X. In fact, (&/dv)(s) = iscp(s) E icp(‘)(s) 
for s 6 0. Returning to the form of M,, one obtains 
(&l4,/&)(cr; co, 2) = if. [6H,((p, Cp, cp”‘) - 3H,((p2, Cp”‘) 
+ 2ff,(q”‘, A,,,) + 2H,(q, ‘q& 
- 2H,(@“), A,,,e2”“) + 2H,(@, A$fje2w”) 
+ 4N2(@, A,.,(. )e”” )I, 
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where v = w in cp, cp(‘) and AQ and A$‘J are the unique solutions of 
A(a,; 2iW) Ahfi = 2H,((p, Cp’I’) - 2iA’(a,; 2io) A2,,, 
A(a,, 0) A$y = 2H,(4P’, (p) - 2H,((p, cp”‘). 
This “reduced” bifurcation equation (2.10) has the property that its 
solutions (a, c) near (cI~, 0) correspond in a one-to-one manner with small 
periodic solutions y(t) = 2c Re { r(a) eiw(‘)‘} + cO( c2) of (2.1). Concerning the 
stabilities of these periodic orbits, we have the following. 
THEOREM 2.2. For c1 near x0, let c = c(a) be any solution of (2.10). The 
periodic solution of (2.1) associated with c(a) is orbitally asymptotically 
stable (resp. unstable) tf c = c(a) is asymptotically stable (resp. unstable) as 
an equilibrium solution of the scalar differential equation E = g(a; c). 
Remark 2.3. Stabilities of the periodic orbits of (2.1) are measured in 
the usual sense, using the norm on the phase space X. 
Remark 2.4. In the case of ordinary differential equations, certain sim- 
plifications occur. In particular, A’ = Z, the n x n identity, and A” = 0. The 
values of the H, are all determined by their arguments at s = 0 (e.g., 
~(0) = r(a), cp”‘(O) = 0). The expressions for K3 and K, can then be shown 
equivalent modulo changes of notation (and typographical errors) to that 
derived in [9]. 
Remark 2.5. There is now an extensive literature concerning the 
solvability of equations of the form (2.10). In the case GL = R, the use of 
Newton’s Polygonal Method is described in [l, 3, 81. See [9] for a partial 
classification of the bifurcation diagrams associated with (2.10). The recent 
book of Chow and Hale [3] provides a thorough discussion of the analysis 
of (2.10), as well as many references. We consider only special cases in the 
next remark, and some specific examples in Section 4. 
Remark 2.6. In the case a = [w with ,u’(aO) # 0 (transversal crossing of 
the imaginary axis) and K,(a,) #O (generic in the sense of [4]), the 
implicit function theorem proves the existence of a unique positive solution 
c = c(a) of the reduced bifurcation equation which, in this case, has the 
expanded form (after division by c) 
0 = $(ad(a - 4 + K3(aO) c* +Ma - aoIl*) 
+ O( lla - a,/l c’) + O(c4). (2.11) 
In fact, 
c(a) = J-$(aJ(a - adlK,(ad + o(lla - 41 1. (2.12) 
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For sgn{$(cc,) K,(Q)} <O (resp. >O) the bifurcation exists for c1> CI~ 
(resp. CI < ~1~). The bifurcation is orbitally asymptotically stable (resp. 
unstable) if K3(a0) < 0 (resp. >O). 
One implicitly differentiates the identity r*(a) d(cc; n(a)) <(a) = 0 to 
calculate L’(cI~) = -[(cY.~) d,(a,; J(Q)) t(a,) (d, = (ad/dcc)(cr; A)), from 
which P’(c(~) can be evaluated. In the case where the characteristic value 
n(a) crosses the imaginary axis tangentially or simply “grazes” the axis, one 
computes 
P(co =P’k’(ao). b--oJk k! +~(ll~-~,llk+‘) 
by repeated differentiation of the above identity, then proceeds as above. 
In the second order nongeneric case K,(a,) =~(a~) =O, K,(a,) ~0, 
K;(a,) # 0, the reduced bifurcation equation reads 
0 = p’(ao)(a -ao) + &“(ao)(a - ao)’ + K3(a,)(a - a,) c2 + K,(a,) c4 
+~(lla-a,l13)+O(lla-a,/12c2)+CO(lla-r,ll c4)+O(c6). 
The value of &(a,) is calculable from K,(a) via differentiation f
M,(a; o(a), i(a)). By Newton’s Polygons, if P’(Q) # 0 there is again a uni- 
que periodic orbit whose stability and direction of bifurcation is deter- 
mined by sgn(K,(a,)). Moreover, if $(a,) =O, either 0, 1 or 2 periodic 
orbits exist, depending on the values of ,u”(a,), K3(r,) and &(a,). See also 
Section 4. 
Remark 2.7. As seen above, in the generic case K,(a,) #O, the 
expression for K,(a,) need not be evaluated to determine the stability and 
direction of bifurcation. Moreover, inspection of the proof in Section 3 
shows that the right side of (2.1) need only be C5 in II/ (for fixed a) and C” 
in c( (for fixed Ic/ E X whose first hree derivatives lie in X). See [6]. 
3. PROOFS OF MAIN RESULTS 
We begin with a summary of needed facts concerning the linearized 
equation (2.3). In particular, the fundamental solution, r, associated with 
(2.3) is the n x n matrix-valued function solving 
r(t) = 0 for t CO, 
r(0) = I the n x n identity, (3.1) 
i(t) = j” @(a; s) r(t + s) for t > 0. 
-cc 
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From [ 111, r = r(a; .) is uniquely defined and smoothly dependent on CX. 
The Laplace transform of r exists as a meromorphic function on Re{ A} > p 
and, in fact, 
Y(r(a; .))(I) = A-‘(a; I), (3.2) 
where A is given by (2.4). By the spectral assumptions of the previous sec- 
tion and the results of [16], there exists a unique function ro(t) satisfying 
IrQ(t)l 6 Mea’, t>o (3.3) 
for all LX near c(~, and n x n complex matrix A ~ 1 for which 
A-‘(l)=A k+Y(rp)(d) 
n-i.(a)+&d(a) 
(3.4) 
for Re{;l} 26, ,I #A(a), l(a). Y(ro) . 1s analytic in Re{ A} > 6, thus for A 
near J-(U) we may also write 
A-, A-‘W=A-i.(a) ~ + A, + A,(;1 - n(a)) + @((I - l(a))2). (3.5) 
From the identity A(l) A-‘(L) = I in a deleted neighborhood of A(a), 
Eq. (3.5), and the Taylor expansion of A(l) at i =1(a), one obtains the 
identities 
A(l(a)) A - , = 0, 
A(l(a)) A, + A’(l(a)) ApI = Z, (3.6) 
A(ll(a)) A, + A’(l(a)) A,+4A”(;l(a)) A-, =O. 
The first of these implies A _, h = at for some a = a(h) E C’, h E C”. Mul- 
tiplying the 2nd identity on the left by t* and on the right by h shows 
a(h) = f. h, where $ is given by (2.5). Consequently, (3.4) implies 
r(a; t) h = 2 Re{ [S./r] ?jf~‘(~)‘} + ra(t) h (3.7) 
for each h E Iw”. 
From the expression for A _ ,h and (3.6), the vector Aoh, h E C”, is seen 
to be the unique solution of the system 
r*A’(A(a)). A,,h = -&[l*A”(n(a)) t][f.h], 
A(L(a)) .A,h = h - A’(l(a)) l[f. h]. 
The last of these equations implies A,h = d+ bt for some b E C, with de C” 
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satisfying d(l(a)) d= h - d’(A(a)) [[g.h]. The first of these equations 
identifies b and, therefore, 
Aoh = d- Cfd’(A(a)) 4 5- iE&f”(~(a)) (1 Ct. hl 5. 
The derived expressions for A _,h, A,h and expansions (3.4), (3.5) imply 
LEMMA 3.1. For all a near a0 and 1 near A(a), h E C”, 
y(rQh)(l) = d- [@‘(4a)) 4 t -$ [@“(J-(a)) tl[g. hl < 
t[& hl 
-~(a)+o(ll-4a)l IhI), (3.8) 
where de @” is any solution of 
A(A(a)) d= h- d’(A(a)) c[f+ h]. (3.9) 
For a near a,,, the real and imaginary parts of q”(s) = ((a) eRcajs, s < 0 
span a two-dimensional subspace P(a) of X invariant under (2.3). In fact, 
as in [ 111, we have the direct sum decomposition X= P(a) @ Q(a) given 
by $=I++‘+$~, $‘EP, IC/“EQ, where $‘=2Re{cp”Z7($)} and 17:X-+@ 
is defined by 
dq,(a; v-u) 1,9(v) du 11 . 
Such a decomposition can be derived directly as in [29], or via semigroup 
techniques [ 11, 22, 281. From the decomposition (3.3), (3.7) and the 
variation of constants formula associated with (2.1), one can show that any 
2x/v-periodic solution of (2.1) with z(s) = Z7( y,) must satisfy the system 
y(s) - 2 Re{tz(s)} = /lrn rQ(s - u) WY,) du, 
(3.10) 
i(s) - ivz(s) = [A - iv] z(s) + @Z( y,T), s < 0. 
Conversely, if (y, z) is any 2x/v-periodic solution of (3.10), it can be shown 
that y solves (2.1) for all t. 
We seek periodic solutions of (3.10) by the method of Liapunov- 
Schmidt [3]. That is, we view (3.10) in the form 52(X)= N(X), where 
X=(f), f?,N:E,-+E,, with Ei={(~;):(-co,O]-+(~)~w,~C(-co,O], 
w2 E c’( - co, 0] are 2n/v-periodic), i = 0, 1. Clearly Ker L! = { ( 2 “‘~~~~“’ ‘)1 
c E C}, with projections P,: E, + Ker f? and PO: E, + Range L! defined by 
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- YiSw2(s) ds 
From the decomposition X= 2 + Y; PI 2 = 0, P, Y = Y, we see that (3.10) 
is equivalent to the system (a) L?(Z) = P,N( Y+Z), (b) 0 = (I- PO) 
A”( Y+ Z). With a little manipulation, these read 
y(s)=2 Re(z(s) <} +p re(u) H(y,-,) du; f-pn’” e-““z(s) ds= C, 
i(s) - ivz(s) = [A(a) - iv] [z(s) - ce”‘*] (3.11a) 
+ @I( y,) - $ i,zn’” @Z( y,) evi@ ‘) du, s d 0, 
0= [l(a)-iv] ~+~~~~~‘“e-“‘~fH(y.)du. (3.11b) 
By scaling time and applying the techniques of [6, 111, one can show 
that for (a, c, v) near (cro, 0, w), (3.11a) has a unique solution 
y = y(s, a; c, v) C5 in ~1, c, and v, as well as in s < 0. This will be a 27c/v- 
periodic solution of (2.1) if and only if the “bifurcation equation” (3.1 lb) is 
satisfied. Without loss of generality, we may take c real and positive; all 
other solutions corresponding to translations inphase. It remains only to 
show that (3.1 lb) has the form G(a; c, v) = 0, where G is as in (2.7). To that 
end, we expand 
y(.)= 2 yk(.)ck+O(c5), 
k=O 
z(.)= i zk(.) ck+0(c5). 
k=O 
(3.12) 
By substitution into (3.1 la), it is readily seen that y” = 0, z” = 0, y’(. ) = 
2 Re{<e”“} and z’(.)=e”“. The remaining coefficients can be obtained 
sequentially from (3.1 la) in a similar manner. Indeed, by inspection 
y(~)=2Re{~e”~}c+(A2,2e2’i’+A2,0+A,,,e~2Yi~)c2 
+ (A3,,e3”’ + A3,1eYi’ + A,,,e-“” + A3,3eC3”” )c3 
+ (A4,,e4”“ + A4,2e2vi’ + A,,, + 24,2e-2’i’ + A4,4e-4’i’ ) c4 
+ . . . . (3.13) 
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where A,j are elements of C”; z(. ) may be expressed similarly. From 
(3.11b), (3.13), and (2.2) one observes that A2,0, Al,*, A,,,, A,,,, A,,,, and 
A,,, are needed to identify the coefficients of cj; 2 6 j < 5 in the right side of 
(3.11b). 
For 2<k64, 
+ 2 W“(t) t>, 
ik(t)-A(a) zk(t)=coeff(ck) in 
where [f(t)]‘=f(t) - v/27r f$/” eviCrP”If(,s) ds. Thus, assuming 
one obtains from (3.4) and Lemma 3.1 that 
yk(t)=~di4(rQB,,,)(lvi)e’“‘+2Re 
1 
=2Re 
i( 
d- C&f’(4a)) 4 t-i Chf”(4a)) 51C~~Bk,,l C)e”i’} 
+ c A-‘(k) Bk,,e’““+O(lil(cl)-ivl lBk,l) 
I# I, -1 
and dE C:” is any solution of d(or; A(a)) d= B,,, - (A’t)[[. B,,,]. (Note: 
B,,, = N, .) For example, 
H,([2 Re{~e”“+ .‘}I’) = H2((p2) eZvir + 2H,(q, (p) + HJ@*) emzyil 
implies 
y’(t) = Ap’(2vi) H,(cp*) e2vir+ 24-‘(O) H,(cp, (p) 
+ A-‘( -2vi) H2(@2)e-2”‘r. 
The remaining coefficients in (3.13) are calculated similarly. The form (2.7) 
now follows by substitution f (3.12) into (3.11b) and the resulting obser- 
vation that A(E) - iv = O(c*). To order three, 
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V 
5 
2ajv 
Go e 
~““~H(y~)du=~~~~‘ve~ivu~~ [H2([2Re{<e”i(‘+U)} c 
+ {‘42,2e 
~~~(.+u)+A~,~+A~,~~-ZY~(.+U)) c232) 
+ H3( [2 Re{te”“’ +“‘} cl’)] du + 0(c4) 
= [(a; 1). N3(a; v) c3 + O(c4). 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
The proof of Theorem 2.2 relies on the existence of a local center 
manifold for (2.1). Due to the local nature of the theorem, we may assume 
in addition to the previous hypotheses on L and H that, given E > 0, H is 
truncated so that H(t+b)=O whenever In($)\ 22~. See [2,23] or [29]. 
Consequently, for each rl/ E X there is a unique solution y = y( .; II/) of (2.1), 
satisfying y,= $; y(t) solves (2.1) for all t > 0. 
The following theorem is proved in [29]; we present only a sketch of its 
proof, which is essentially the same as that used in [2] for finite delay 
equations in C( [ -Y, 01; W). 
THEOREM 3.1. For each E > 0 sufficiently small there exists a continuous 
9 defined for Ijc( - aO1/ <E, z E C), 9(cr; z) E Q(a), with S(a; 0) = 0, 
IW(a; zI) - F(a; ~~111 < Iz, - 4 for 2 , , z2 E @. The function 9 defines a
center manifold in the sense that for z E @ and t+b = 2 Re{ cp”z} + $(c(; z), 
there is a unique solution y = y( *; II/) of (2.1) for all t E R and for each t, 
Y,(.;~)=2Re{cp”w(t)}+~( a; w(t)), where w = w( *; z) solves the complex 
scalar equation 
k==(a) w+[H(a;2 Re{cp”w} +9(a;w)), fER (3.14) 
with initial condition w(O).= z. 
Moreover, there exist constants A4, b> 0 independent of CI, llcl- ~1~1) <E, 
such that for each $ E X, 
IIy)?(~;+)-~(a; 44 nti))ll GMIepzr lllclll (3.15) 
for all t > 0. 
Proof Sketch. From the decomposition of the variation of constants 
formula associated with X= P(U)@ Q(a), one first shows 9 to solve the 
integro-differential system 
F(z)(t) = JO, r,(t - u) H(a; 9(w(u; z)) + 2 Re{cp”w(u; z)}) du, 
(3.16) 
k(t) = I(a) w + [H(a; S(w) + 2 Re(cp”w}); w(0) = z 
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for tg0. One then solves (3.16) by an iteration/contraction mapping 
argument: For Lipschitz continuous f: @ + Q(a) satisfying f(0) = 0 and 
jf(z,)-f(zz)l ,< Iz, -z*l, the second equation in (3.16) with 9 replaced 
byf defines a unique function w(t; z) for all t < 0. Substitutingf or F and 
w(t; z) in the right side of the first equation in (3.16), one denotes the 
resulting Q(a)-valued function of z by Tf: When the functions f are taken 
from a suitable metric space, the operator T can be shown to be a contrac- 
tion for all E > 0 sufficiently small. The fixed point F is easily seen to 
depend continuously on a near ao. An Ascoli-Arzela-type argument (see 
[21] or [29]) implies the fixed point 9 is C6 in z near z = 0. 
By the attractivity of the center manifold (expressed by (3.15)), any 
periodic solution of (2.1) near y =0 for a near a0 must lie on the center 
manifold defined by 9. Conversely, any small periodic solution of (3.14) 
defines a periodic solution of (2.1). Stability types are preserved by this 
one-to-one correspondence. 
We may express (3.14) in complex polar form w = reis as 
i = p(a) r + Re{ epie[H(a; 9(a; reie) + 2 Re(cp”e”} Y)}, 
0 = o(a) +i Im{e-“fH(a; F(a; re’“) + 2 Re{ (p”e”} r)}. 
(3.17) 
For small solutions, we may eliminate t and express (3.17) in the form 
dr Aa) -=-r+R(a;r,O), 
d9 co(a) 
(3.18) 
where R = 0(r2) is C5 in r near r = 0, Zrc-periodic n8, and continuous in a 
near ao. Small periodic solutions 
y,=2Re{r(t)e iQ(l)v~} + Fca; r(t) ei@‘)) (3.19) 
of (2.1) define small 2n-periodic solutions of (3.18), and vice versa. 
We now apply the method of Liapunov-Schmidt to (3.18) to derive a 
real scalar function g(a; c) = (p(a)@(a)) c + iF3(a) c3 + R,(a) c5 + I for 
which the small solutions of g(a; c) = 0 correspond in a one-to-one fashion 
with the small 2rr-periodic solutions 
r(0; a, c) = c + O(c2); 
1 
c=sc 0 I 
277 
r(O; a, c) de (3.20) 
of (3.18). By (3.18), (3.19) and the remarks of Section 2, the zeros of g(a; c) 
and g(a; c) coincide in a neighborhood of (a, c) = (ao, 0). The stability 
properties of the 27r-periodic solutions of (3.18) (hence, the associated 
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periodic solutions of (2.1)) coincide with the stability properties of c viewed 
as an equilibrium solution of i = g(a; c). (See [3] for details.) Itsuffices to
show that for a near aO, g(a; c) and g(a; c) have the same signs between 
zeros. 
Consider the perturbation of (2.1) for \/?I < I61/2: 
j=py+ O sdr/(a; s) tey,(s) + H(a; y,). (3.21) -m 
One easily calculates the associated characteristic matrix dp(cc; A) = 
d(cc; A- fl). Thus, det d&cc; A,(a)) = 0, Re{A&a)} > 6/2 implies I@(a) = 
A(a) + /?. Considering the derivation of LF and R, the reduced bifurcation 
functions gp and g, associated with (3.21) are g&tl; c) = /?c + g(cc; c) and 
g&a; c) = (/?/w(a)) c f g(a; c) + O(/?‘). The result now follows by an 
elementary argument by contradiction ([3], Theorem 9.4.2). 
4. APPLICATIONS 
In only very special circumstances can one expect to derive algebraically 
the signs of the coefficients K,(a,) (or K,(a,)) and thereby determine the 
stability of bifurcations. Example 4.1, a much-studied delay-difference 
equation, is one such case. Example 4.2 is perhaps a little closer to the 
typical. There, a numerical solution of the bifurcation equation (2.7) is 
made. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. Consider the scalar equation 
i(f) = -af(y(t - 1)) (4.1) 
where f is odd, 
f(Y)=Y+f3Y3+fsYS+~(Y7). (4.2) 
Periodicity results for (4.1) may be found in [S, 11, 17, 241 and elsewhere. 
The linearized problem p(t) = -ay( t - 1) has characteristic function 
d(a; A) = A+ ae-“. It is well known that for 0 <a < 7c/2 all characteristic 
values satisfy Re{ I > < 0, while at a0 = 7c/2, A= +(x/2) i are characteristic 
values; all others have negative real part. Since y is real-valued, we take 
<(a) = <*(a) = 1. Thus [(a) = l/d’(a; k(a)) and q(s) = evis for s ~0. 
With Hj($l, $2,-., $j)= -af,$,(-1)$2(-l)...$j(-1), j=3,5, and 
H, = 0, j = 2,4, the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 hold. One computes easily 
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A2,* = A2,0 = 0, N,(cr; v) = -30Lf3e-“’ = 3f,[vi-d(cr; vi)], M,(a; v, A) = 
3f,[vi-- d(a; iv)]/d’(a; 2). Similarly, A,,, =f,[3vi- d(a; 3vi)]/d(a; 3~9, 
AX,] = &I”(& E.) M3(a; v, l,)/d’(a; A), 
and A 4,0 = A,,, = 0. One computes K,(7r/2) = 37&/[4 + rc’]. Thus, (4.1) is 
generic unless f3 = 0. 
Since f3 = 0 implies A,,, = A,,, = 0, and since ,~‘(7r/2) = 2rr/[4 + n’]. The 
reduced bifurcation equation reads (after multiplication by (4 + n’)/rrc) 
For f3 < 0 (resp. f3 > 0), there is an orbitally asymptotically stable (resp. 
unstable) bifurcation from y = 0 as IX increases past 7t/2. For f3 = 0, fs # 0, 
the bifurcation’s stability issimilarly determined from the sign off5. 
For fs #O fixed, we may view this as a two-parameter problem in the 
parameters (a,fj) near (7r/2,0). Arguing as in [3], the number and 
stabilities of bifurcations are depicted as in Fig. 4.1 for the case fs > 0. 
Remark 4.1. In the more general case of (4.1) with 
f(v)=Y+.f2y2+.fjy3+ “‘. (4.3) 
c ) 0 
FIG. 4.1. The change in direction of bifurcation for fs > 0. Coordinates are a = c( -n/2, 
b =f3, and c. Regions of the (a, b) plane are indicated where 0, 1, or 2 periodic solutions exist. 
The curve A is given approximately by 9nh2 = 8Oufs. 
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one can compute similarly the reduced bifurcation equation. It has the 
form (after multiplication by 5(4 + rc’)/rcc) 
+ [15zfj+(8-22rt)f;] c2+0(c4) 
The sign of the coefficient of c* again determines the stability of generic 
bifurcations. Wright’s equation 
i(t) = -a[x(t) + l] x(r - 1) 
takes the form (4.1), (4.3) under the change of variables y = ln(x + 1); the 
bifurcation is orbitally asymptotically stable (cf. [4, 14, 26, 291). 
EXAMPLE 4.2. The system 
ti=/?xw-yw, 8, Y > 0, 
i,=yw-EZ,, & > 0, 
i~=&Zk~,--&Zk, k = 2, 3, 4, 
x+w+z,+z,+z,+z4=1, 
(4.4) 
arises in the study of oscillations inmodels of cyclic epidemics [ 15, 301. By 
systematic application of the variation of constants formula in the last four 
differential equations in (4.4), one sees that any solution of (4.4) existing 
and uniformly bounded for all t E R defines a solution w of the scalar 
equation 
k(f)= -yw(t)+/?w(t) 1-W(t)-? j” w(i+I)P(-isid\j, 
[ 
(4.5) 
-53 
where 
P(u)= [l +u++*+&~] e-‘. (4.6) 
Conversely, any solution w of (4.5) existing and uniformly bounded for all 
t E [w can be shown to define a solution (w, zl, z2, z3, zq, x) of (4.4). See 
[ 151 for details. Since (as seen in Section 3) the existence and stability 
properties of Hopf bifurcations for (4.4) and (4.5) are determined by the 
behaviors of global, uniformly bounded solutions, the Hopf bifurcation 
structures for (4.4) and (4.5) are identical. While the results of Theorems 
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2.1 and 2.2 can be applied directly to the system (4.4), it is advantageous to 
consider (4.5) in that one then avoids the solution of algebraic systems for 
4(a), r*(a)> A,,,> etc. For scalar equations these are trivially solvable as in 
Example 4.1. 
With /I>?, there is a unique positive equilibrium w* = (1 -(y//I))/ 
(1 + (4y/s)). Under the change of time scale t -+ st and variable y = 
w/w* - 1, v is seen to solve 
Y = LY, + ff*(Y:) 
= -(4&[Y(i)+aj0 y(t+s)P(-s)ds 
~ T. 1 
-(“-1)&j [ Y(t) Yw+6j” Y(t+s)P(-s)dJ 3 1 (4.7) -x 
where cr = p/y > 1 and 6 = Y/E > 0. 
One computes the characteristic function 
I-“) I 
From the real and imaginary parts of d(a, 6; iw) = 0, one can compute a 
unique path 6 =6(o), CT = a(o) in (T > 1, 6 > 0 parameterized by an interval 
of o values, 0 <w < 6. Along this path, simple imaginary characteristic 
values fro exist; all other characteristic values have negative real parts 
[151. 
Observe that in a neighborhood of E. = io (o E (~,a) fixed), the map 
(6, a) -+ 1, viewed as a map from a neighborhood of R* into R*r C, is 
invertible. Indeed, from the real and imaginary parts of d(a, 6; A) = 0 one 
finds 
Substituting 6 = 6(l) and r~ = o(i) into (2.7), the bifurcation equation now 
has the form (with c( = (a, 6)) 
2 = iv - M3(a(12); v, A) c* - M,(a(A); v, I.) c4 + O(P). (4.8) 
Fixing c> 0 small and v E (w, 6) one can approximate the solution 
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A = A( v, c) of (4.8) by iteration. The resulting values 6(l(v, c)), a(A(v, c)) are 
those for which (4.7) has a periodic solution of frequency v and “size” c. 
We indicate a few steps in the computation of M3 ; M5 is calculated 
similarly. Since y is scalar, <= <* = 1, q(s) = evis and c= l/d’(A). From 
one obtains 
0 
e”‘“P( -s) ds 
--1: 1 
=iv-d(h) 
and 
AZ,2 = [iv - d(iv)]/d(2iv). 
The value of A2,0 is computed likewise: 
A2,0 = -2 Re(d(vi)}/d(O), 
Finally, 
M,(cc; v, A) = & {Az,2[vi-d(2vi)-.4(-vi)] 
+A,,o[vi-d(0)-d(vi)]}. 
FIG. 4.2. Bifurcations “level” surfaces in the coordinates a = 6, b = 5. ((T - 1). and c. Only 
points with 6< 150. are shown. Values of c are O., 0.14, 0.28, 0.42, and 0.56. 
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The curves (6(A(v, c)), r~(A(v, c))) are shown in Fig. 4.2 for various 
choices of c 3 0. The value of K3, when numerically evaluated along the 
bifurcation curve (c = 0), is seen to be negative for small v and positive for 
large v, with a unique simple change in sign near v* r 1.63. The stabilities 
of the bifurcations are thus easily determined. See [ 151. Near K, = 0, K, is 
computed to be positive. In fact, qualitatively, thetransition from stable to 
unstable generic Hopf bifurcation as v increases past v* is the same as that 
shown in Fig. 4.1. We conclude that near K, = 0, (4.4) supports 
simultaneous stable and unstable periodic orbits. 
Remark 4.2. For two-parameter problems a = (x,, z2) E R2, the conver- 
sion of the bifurcation equation G(cc; c> v) = 0 to the form (4.8) is possible 
(by the inverse function theorem) whenever the 2 x 2 real matrix 
is nonsingular at c( =a,. Intuitively, this states that the directions of 
movement of i = A(c(, , zZ) in @ induced by fixing CC] (resp. CQ) and varying 
r2 (resp. cx, )are not parallel. 
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